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BACKGROUND 

 

The recent edition of Bavarian water-law assigns authorities to assess hazard zones, caused 

by torrents, for the whole alpine area of Bavaria. Compared to other alpine countries (e.g. 

Switzerland) we start with this work quite late but we try to learn from the experiences in 

other countries. Of course we have to regard different data sources and traditions. To face this 

demand, a special development project was founded. A technical frame or even standard 

should be created to gain reasonable results in hazard analysis at bavarian torrents. A standard 

method constitutes a clear and defined procedure for users and also allows to educate the own 

personnel in the water resources administration. A further benefit of the standard concept will 

be the simplification of the cooperation between authorities and private consultants. 

Following requirements are presented to the standard procedure: 

 Recognized Rules of Engineering  

 Reproducibility 

 Comparability 

 Effort/ Benefit Balance 

 Result Quality 

 

METHOD 

 

To meet the requirements mentioned above, methods have to be chosen very carefully. 

With a systematic selection process a suitable standard method should be identified, which 

delivers results for assessing torrential processes (see figure 1). 
 

 

 

Fig. 1 A schematic depiction of the systematic selection process which was conducted for the identification of a standard 

method in bavarian hazard analysis. For each separately assessed torrential process (hydrology, bed load, wood debris, 

hydraulics) one method was chosen by that concept. 



 

 

Following steps within the selection process should lead to a suitable standard method: 

 

(1) Pre-Elimination: In a first step, existing methods are collected. Therefore the results 

of ‘OptiMeth’ (Rimböck et al., 2013) are used. ‘OptiMeth’ is a working group 

(consisting of experts from Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Italy), who collects the 

most common methods, describes and evaluates them  

(2) Application on Bavarian Torrents: A sample of sufficient methods are applied on 

several torrents in Bavaria, whereas the test torrents had to fulfill some criteria 

(representing a wide range of torrential conditions, provided with data and 

information). 

(3) Results and Evaluation: The handling of the methods, as well as their result quality 

is evaluated.  

(4) Calibration: The favorite method was optimized to gain best results. 

(5) Validation: Validation was done with additionally verified results. 

 

RESULTS 

 

The implementation of the concept was tested on the identification of a suitable standard 

method which assesses rated event hydrographs. The modified runtime-model ZEMOKOST, 

a hydrological model which is based on the ‘time concentration’ model suggested by Zeller 

(1974), and the SCS-unit hydrograph model, modified by Caspary (Maniak, 1997), were pre-

eliminated to pass the selection process. 

The models were applied in five test catchments. For evaluating the methods, discharge 

measurements from gauges were used to (1) reconstruct (extreme) events from the past and 

(2) assess the HQ100 by extreme value calculation. That data was served as a reference. The 

results of the SCS-unit hydrograph model showed stable underestimations. A better 

accordance could be reached by calibrating input parameters. The results after calibration 

were quiet satisfying; a mean error of 12% could be reached. Validation was done in different 

catchments. Missing gauge data forced us to conduct validation in catchments with 

assessments of HQ100 peak discharges by alternative methods from existing hydrologic 

reports. Keeping in mind the small sample (N = 15), the validation showed acceptable results 

on average. Except one assessor, every result lies within a 20% deviation. 

 

The investigation showed that an assessment of design flood events by a simple hydrologic 

model is only possible by accepting high uncertainty. The reasons are clearly given in (1) 

missing data for small-scale considerations (mean area of torrents in Bavaria: 5 km²) and (2) 

the simplicity of the method. To minimize uncertainty, the plausibility check plays a crucial 

role in the recommended procedure. We even postulate, that if the expert discovers reasonable 

arguments during plausibility check, the modelled HQ100 can be corrected to a more 

plausible one. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Using one standard method for a large region like Bavaria could be seen critically. We are 

aware of the fact and know that every torrent catchment is individual. But we think more 

trustworthy and especially comparable results are revealed by the suggested standard 

procedure in average regarding the different wide spectrum of user group which are applying 

the procedure in such an extensive application. Nevertheless, the application boundaries have 

to be mentioned carefully. 
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